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venture into the unseen, the uncharted, 

and the unknown. There’s something so 

intriguing about what lies just out of sight, 

through the clouds, fog and rain. You never 

know where the journey may take you, 

but you’ll have no chance of knowing unless 

you go. Grab your supplies and prepare for 

the adventures ahead. With Westerly Goods, 

the weather will never stop you from seeking 

more each and every day.

INTO         MISTthe
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DRIFTER
Be prepared anytime with this light-weight, packable umbrella. Our Drifter umbrella was built to travel without weighing 

you down. The strong and collapsible frame features a unique push-pull lock system that will keep your fingers happy, 

opening and closing with ease.

DRIFTER FEATURES:

• Etched wooden handle

• Light-weight, collapsable and strong metal and fibreglass frame

• Manual open with easy push-pull lock system

• Black nickel details and embossed snap closure

• Fitted storage case and wrist strap

SIZE:

Packed-up length — 10.5” (27cm)

Open length — 23.5” (60cm)

Open Diameter — 38.5” (98cm)
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SCOUT
If you prefer a classic look and feel with a touch of modern convenience, this is the umbrella for you. Our Scout umbrella 

with an auto-open design will help you stay dry without spilling your morning coffee.
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Tracker
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SCOUT FEATURES:

• Etched curved wooden handle, and wooden shaft

• Convenient automatic open design, with black steel inner frame

• Black 3mm fibreglass canopy ribs for increased durability and wind resistance

• Fabric rosette and prevents to protect the canopy

• Black nickel details and embossed snap closure

SIZE:

Length — 36” (91cm)

Open Diameter — 42” (107cm)

103–003–OS

Navy
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COMMANDER
This high-end model of a classic stick umbrella holds nothing back. Featuring a solid maple handle and innovative 

full fiberglass frame, this is the umbrella your grandkids will appreciate inheriting one day.

SIZE:

Length — 36” (91cm)

Open Diameter — 44” (112cm)

COMMANDER FEATURES:

• Etched solid maple handle for a strong and smooth feel, with wooden shaft

• Black 3.5mm full fibreglass frame (spreaders and ribs) for increased durability and wind resistance

• Manual open for a classic, clean and minimalistic look

• Thumb cover for ease of opening and closing

• Fabric rosette and prevents to protect the canopy

• Black nickel details and embossed snap closure

105–102–OS
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105–004–OS
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LOOKOUT
Our Lookout Hat will keep your head warm and dry, wherever you choose to roam. Featuring a superior 5-panel design, 

this hat is styled to suit urban life, and constructed to brave all elements in the wilderness.

SIZE:

One size, adjustable strap

LOOKOUT FEATURES:

• Water-resistant fabrics

• Fully adjustable black web strap and buckle, with strap tuck-away

• Coolmax headband for comfort

• Metal eyelets for ventilation

• Westerly woven label and logo strap flag

201–006–OS

Evergreen
201–107–OS

Sandstone
201–102–OS

Tracker

201–001–OS

Midnight

ROVER
The Rover Hat is built for comfort and protection, with a wrap-around brim providing 360° coverage from rain, wind, sun 

and snow. This bucket style hat offers versatility – from city streets, to coastlines and peaks.

SIZE:

Large, fits most

LOOKOUT FEATURES:

• Water-resistant fabrics

• Stitched wrap-around 2.25” brim, with drop profile

• Coolmax headband for comfort and fit

• Metal eyelets for ventilation

• Woven logo label on side

202–001–L

Mightnight
202–107–L

Sandstone
202–102–L

Tracker

202–006–OS

Evergreen
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now a life of the past, long gone are the days when one man’s 

refusal to succumb to the wind, rain and fog saved others from 

drowning in the churning waters.  Here’s to the lighthouse 

keeper, who ventured tirelessly through the storm, lighting 

the path for others to follow. Today, the keepers have been all 

but replaced by automatic lights and horns. 

Just 18km to the Northwest of Vancouver, BC, Point Atkinson 

Lighthouse is one of many relics that remain as a tribute. 

The first light on Point Atkinson was lit on March 17, 1875, 

to guide ships entering Burrard Inlet. Backed by 185 acres of 

forestland, Lighthouse park is now a wilderness getaway from 

the lights and sounds of the city.

We choose to venture out through the rain and fog to explore 

the rainforest and surrounding coastline, seeing it as the 

lighthouse keepers would have. At home in the rainforest, 

we push on, prepared for the weather ahead. Hoping that one 

day we can light the path for others to follow, into the mist.

LIGHTHOUSE KEEPER
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@WESTERLYGOODS #WEATHERTHESTORM
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WHOLESALE INQUIRIES

Kurtis Subramani

Kurtis@westerlygoods.com

+1 604 366 4630

MEDIA INQUIRIES

Duncan Gillespie

Duncan@westerlygoods.com

+1 778 242 4688

CATALOGUE DESIGN

Henry Slaughter
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we began westerly goods in 2013 with the goal of creating better 

days in the rain. Our products are designed with quality, function and 

aesthetic at the forefront, aimed to inspire adventures in any weather. 

This collection was created to join elements of nature and urban life. 

Through the choice of materials, prints, and finishing details, these 

goods are made to be versatile from rainforest to city street.

Headquartered in the Pacific Northwest, we test our products against 

the region’s notorious climate. Bring on the wet, cold, rain, wind or 

snow - with Westerly Goods, the weather will never stop you from 

doing what you love.

http://www.westerlygoods.com
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